The present section deals with the semantic affinities of two (groups of) concepts, namely 'meat/animal' and 'drink'. Though not related, they contrast two different approaches in the domain of semantic parallels: while various data concerning 'meat/animal' naturally lead to a historical approach, revealing diachronic changes, the links regarding 'drink', chiefly exemplified in French, show a range of features involved in the semantic field of boire, that explain the diversity of its synchronic use.
Introduction
Even if we allude to 'the moment when animals go drink', the two topics of this contribution are not particularly related and are addressed successively and independently. The identity of the terms referring to both 'meat' and 'animal' was revealed by Greenberg (1983) as being a property of certain African languages. Here, we will see what their respective affinities in other languages are. The concept of 'drink' has been contrasted with that of 'eat' in a perceptive article by Gouffé (1966) concerning Hausa. We will particularly focus on the semantic relations of 'drink', however the reader will be invited to make a connection with the two contributions (E. Bonvini and C. Hénault-Sakhno) which deal with the semantic field of 'eat' in this same volume. Nevertheless, besides their importance in the Africanist field, the confrontation of these two themes is interesting because it illustrates two complementary aspects of the issue of semantic parallels. In the case of 'meat/animal', the materials implemented indeed condition an essentially historical approach, based on considerations between the diachronic states of a same language or between present states of related languages, whereas the semantic field of 'drink' is apprehended in a strictly synchronic perspective, resting on the analysis of the current functioning of the observed languages. This double manifestation of semantic change and polysemy explains our choice of addressing the two topics jointly in a same article.
I. 'meat/animal'
First, let's consider the case of the languages in which the two concepts are distinct. This is namely the situation in French, where animal is originally 'living being' (from the Latin anima 'breath, life') while viande is first 'provisions, food' (see Spanish vianda 'provisions') and then specializes in its present meaning after being replaced by nourriture ('food', initially 'education'). The same semantic evolution is observed for German Tier 'animal', which originally refers to 'breathing being' (Germanic *deuza < Indo-European *dheusó-), and contrasts with Fleisch 'meat, flesh', English flesh or meat, all of them being derived from roots that mean 'cut (up)' and 'measure'. Finally, in Inuit (Eskimo-Aleut), the term which designates 'animal' is based on the verb uuma-'be alive, have vigour' whereas the term referring to 'meat, food' is linked to the verb nii-~ niqi-'eat'. In all these languages 'animal' is commonly derived from 'breathing, living being'. Other languages contrast terms referring to 'meat' and 'animal' in a different way. Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan) yolcatl 'animal' is distinct from nacatl 'meat, flesh', the latter being linked to 'fleshy' and maybe also to 'mushroom'. Dadjo-Sila (Eastern Sudanic) íiyè 'meat, flesh' (maybe related to ìiyèkè 'give birth to, beget'?) contrasts with bèhíimè and màláayè (both from Arabic) 'animal'. Even within the Niger-Congo phylum, several languages have separate nouns for 'animal' and 'meat', although 'game' is often associated with the latter, e.g. Fula (barogel or kulle 'animal' vs. teewu 'meat, flesh, game'), Wolof (mala 'animal' vs. yapp 'meat'), Bambara (dantafèn or bagan 'animal' vs. sogo, sogobu 'meat, flesh' and kungosogo 'game'), Kasim (vrm 'animal', gvàr 'wild animal' vs. nn 'meat, flesh, game'), Moore (dunga 'animal' vs. néémdo 'meat, flesh, game'), Fongbe (kanlìn 'animal' vs. làn 'meat, flesh, game'). Vili, a Bantu language spoken by fishermen living on the Atlantic coast, also differs from some other Bantu languages (see below), as it contrasts cíbùlù 'animal' with mbìsì 'meat, flesh', which can be specified as mbìsí sìtù 'bush meat (game)' or mbìsí mbù 'sea meat (fish)'. But in this group, such is the economic and cultural importance of fish that the only term mbìsì, by extension, most often refers to 'fish' (edible flesh par excellence) and is commonly substituted for its equivalent lítÓÓngÒ. In contrast to the situation known in the languages so far, Greenberg (1983) underlines the remarkable fact that several African languages have only one term referring both to 'animal' and 'meat'. The author sees there a feature that is peculiar to the Niger-Congo phylum and suggests that the meaning 'meat' is first. In fact, this situation is observed in Ngbandi sà 'animal, game, meat', proto-Gbaya *sà'dì 'meat, animal' (distinct from *mùr 'flesh'), Ngbugu giÀ 'animal, meat', Laal mèrÌm 'animal, game, meat, flesh' or in proto-SBB (Central Sudanic) *yida 'meat, animal' (whose reflexes are, among others, Sar dåå˜ 'animal (quadruped), game, meat', but Yulu eĵ(Ë), which is restricted to the meaning 'meat, flesh, pulp' and contrasts with ºow(Ë) 'animal'). The same ambivalence characterizes the proto-Bantu term *nyàmà 'meat, animal', even though some Bantu languages like "In the Australian Aboriginal language Warlpiri (Hale, Laughren, and Nash 1983-86) there is no general word for animals. Edible animals are distinguished from nonedible ones, the word for edible animals being the same as the word for meat."
Whether in Africa, South-East Asia or Australia, it is reasonable to think that the importance of hunting and game as a source of food explains -if only historically -the terminological uniqueness of 'animal' (more precisely 'quadruped'?) and 'meat'. It is less clear whether, as Greenberg suggests, the meaning 'meat' is first. For information only, the presence or the absence of the polysemy 'meat/animal' in different languages are summed up in table 2: Table 2 : Presence (+) or absence (-) of the polysemy 'meat/animal' Even though they are less illustrated, one has to mention historical semantic affinities which are observed between nouns referring to 'animal' and/or 'meat' and the name of a specific animal, presumably considered as a prototypical animal or as a meat supplier par excellence. This is the case of English deer, that results from a shift from the meaning 'animal' still attested in its German cognate Tier (see above). In southern Gbaya the reflex of *sà'dì disappeared and was substituted by the term nám 'meat, animal', which stems from proto-Gbaya *nám 'buffalo' (the latter is related to proto-Bantu *nyàmà 'meat, animal': southern Gbaya would actually have come back to the original meaning). As we saw earlier, in Jinghpaw, shàn has the different meanings 'flesh; deer; large game animal, as used for food'. One last example is provided by the Bedja (Cushitic) term ša 'meat' that may be linked to šÝa 'heifer, cow '. 3 More exceptionally the different SBB languages -that attest one or several of the following meanings -enable to identify a series of semantic shifts that ranges from 'salt' to 'animal' and can be explained among other things by the cultural importance of a type of sauce made from salt:
The nature of the data that we were able to gather on the double concept 'meat/animal' has led to an essentially historical approach, concerning semantic affinities that are established and observed within the diachrony of a language or, failing that, within the synchrony of related languages. In general, the observed parallels stress the importance of the cultural factors as the best vector of meaning transfers during the history of languages. As we will see now, the concept 'drink' reveals a polysemy which is more strictly synchronic, brought to the fore by the different contexts of its uses and by the affinities it has with lexical items of close meaning.
II. 'drink'
The basic definition for the French verb boire (drink) is 'absorb liquid'. However, some specific uses bring out values that are found in other languages. First, boire, in its absolute use, means 'drink alcohol to excess'. Moreover, if 'drinking' is spontaneously considered to be the activity of an animate subject, it becomes an essentially passive process when applied to an inert matter (earth, cotton, etc.). In fact this passive, uncontrolled dimension of the value of boire (drink) is also sensitive, in the presence of an animate subject, in expressions like boire les paroles de quelqu'un (drink in sb's words), boire des yeux (lit. 'drink with the eyes'), boire la tasse (swallow a mouthful of water), boire un bouillon (take a tumble, lit. 'drink a broth'), boire le calice jusqu'à la lie (drain one's cup to the dregs), avoir toute honte bue (be beyond shame, lit. 'have all the shame drunk') -to be compared with the Russian expression 'drink a glass of grief'. It is also corroborated by the similar connotations of two close terms like trinquer (clink glasses, in the meaning of 'cop it, take the rap') and déguster (taste, enjoy, in the meaning of 'be in for it, not half have a rough time'). These semantic components are logically found in the vertices that the semantic space of the Dictionnaire des synonymes (Dicosyn, Caen) as well as the calculation of the proxémies 4 (B. Gaume) bring out ( Moreover, Dicosyn shows a dimension of 'inhalation' ('inhale', 'sniff', 'breathe') and the proxémies a dimension of 'pleasure' ('enjoy', 'savour'). Several languages also have a polysemy 'drink/smoke', although the second meaning generally needs the expression of an explicit object ('tobacco'). It is notably the case in several African languages. Thus, Kasim ñÒ, proto-Gbaya *no, Ngbandi nyÖ 'drink, smoke' (the formal resemblance of those languages, which belong to different branches of the Niger-Congo phylum, is not fortuitous). The same holds for Sar àñ¯ 'drink (including gruel), swallow (egg), smoke, extract (a sticky matter from a plant: latex, gum)', Yulu ÒøyË 'drink, absorb, become saturated, smoke', Ngbugu njø and Laal sÏr 'drink, smoke' (but Dadjo-Sila distinguishes wùràkè 'drink' and •èekè 'smoke'). Bedja confirms the polysemy through two distinct verbs, g w Ýa 'drink, smoke' and g w iham 'take little sips, swallow, smoke tobacco without inhaling'. Classical Arabic has the same relation in ariba '1. drink, smoke (lit. 'drink (the) smoke'); 2. tell lies about somebody; 3. be thirsty'. Different terms are traditionally linked to the same ŠRB root, although many of their meanings (in italics below) may be very far from those we are interested in here and we can't assert that they are related: In an exemplary article devoted to Hausa, Gouffé (1966) analyzes, in a contrastive way, the respective semantic properties of two terms of this language that mean respectively 'eat' and 'drink' and thus shows the richness of their uses. Without dwelling on the concept 'eat' which is addressed elsewhere in this volume, I will quote in extenso several comments and illustrations taken from this article concerning the concept 'drink' and which seem extremely significant to me for our subject. First of all, the author offers an analysis of the two terms ci(i) 'eat' and šaa 'drink' in semantic features that he identifies and contrasts as follows (table 5) :
Human activity / physiological "appropriation / alimentary / of solids" "appropriation / alimentary / of liquids" "appropriation / sexual / by male" "appropriation / sexual / by female" Human activity / non-physiological "appropriation / non physiological / exerted" "appropriation / non physiological / endured" Material world "appropriation / material / exerted" "appropriation / material / endured" (Gouffé 1966: 106) Beyond the most common meaning of 'absorb a solid/a liquid', the two verbs contrast notably in the expression of the sexual intercourse experienced by a man or by a woman:
(1) yaa cii tà /he/ -/she/ 'he possessed her sexually' taa šaa mazaa /she/ -/men/ 'she has known some men sexually ' [p. 90] 
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But the passive, endured dimension of 'drink' is more general and applies to many uses in what Gouffé names the 'non physiological field': (2) "At the basic form, šaa contrasts with ci(i) insofar as the process of appropriation that it denotes is considered as the result of a pressure external to the subject, hence endured by it, and not as a voluntary acquisition that would only depend on its own initiative." The set of acceptations of 'drink' that we just envisaged is summed up in a synthetic diagram (see table 6 ) that attempts to identify various progressions from a central value (basic or initial?) that is defined as 'absorb a diffuse substance, more or less liquid'. It is indeed this diffuse, pervasive and not controllable nature of the absorbed matter that conditions the not necessarily voluntary characteristic of the absorption and justifies, in my opinion, its possible extension to values which are explicitly passive. A first link is established from this central value to the one of 'drink alcohol to excess'. If this particular meaning results from an explicit lexical complement in Kasim ñÒ ... cÖ [drink ... act to excess] 'get drunk', it presupposes, in French, an absolute use of the verb, the aspect contrast taking on the two more specific values of permanent state 'be an alcoholic' (imperfective: il boit [he drinks], il buvait [he used to drink]) and of punctual process 'get drunk' (perfective: il a bu [he drank, he has drunk], il avait bu [he had drunk]). Other languages resort to a change of diathesis: in Nahuatl, the reflexive use of the verb i or on-i 'drink' takes on the value 'drink one's own substance, drink up the price of one's slavery'; the English construction be drunk, the German betrunken sein, and the Czech být opilý, are all passive (lit. 'be drunk').
The 'diffuse substance' characteristic and its possible application to smoke probably explains the ambivalence 'drink/smoke' that is observed in some languages.
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Indeed the term applies exactly to the inhalation of smoke and not to the other ways of consuming tobacco (pinch of snuff, chew). Extending to inanimate absorbents, 'drink' also concerns all the granular, fibrous and porous matters that are likely to attract a liquid with which they are put in contact. What is less certain is the relation with 'understand' (Arabic), which could be explained as being the result of a process of 'mental absorption'? The link would then be rather comparable to the one observed between the two senses, whether literal or figurative, of the French term gober ('swallow (whole)', fig. ' believe'). As we said, the uncontrolled characteristic of absorption explains the possible extensions of 'drink' in the sense of 'receive, endure', as they are illustrated notably in Hausa. Let's note that French has, in similar situations, several expressions involving the verb prendre (take), which then cannot be put in the passive, but whose subject is eminently passive, whether it is animate (prendre un coup (receive a blow), prendre froid (catch cold), prendre de la bouteille 'be getting on in years' (lit. 'take bottle'), etc.) or inanimate (prendre feu (catch on fire), prendre la poussière (collect dust), etc.). This value 'receive, endure' finally leads to two closely related fields through the dimensions of 'excessiveness' and 'capture' that it virtually involves. Hence the meaning of 'endure to excess, suffer' which is illustrated in the French expressions boire la tasse (swallow a mouthful of water), boire le calice jusqu'à la lie (drain one's cup to the dregs), etc. (see as well the figurative senses of trinquer [cop it] and déguster [be in for it]) and also maybe the meaning of 'being charmed, captivated' in boire les paroles de quelqu'un (drink in sb's words) and boire des yeux (lit. 'drink with the eyes'). Concerning this last acceptation, it is probably not insignificant, that the philtre that is supposed to capture the feelings of the person it is administered to, is generally presented as a beverage. Finally we will go over the different meanings that have just been presented by illustrating them, for French, by the proxémies of boire (drink) as they were calculated by B. Gaume (see table 7) . 6 These proxémies show that fumer (smoke) (2789) is in this case extremely far from boire, but on the other hand prendre (take) (42), recevoir (receive) (43), supporter (bear) (61) and tolérer (stand) (69) are more or less close to it, as well as souffrir (suffer) (56) and endurer (endure) (57) (all these terms are, by the way, considered as synonyms of boire (drink) by the Dicosyn). The proximity is less clear for saisir (grasp) (292), comprendre (understand) (332), entendre (hear) (468) and captiver (capture) (415), séduire (seduce) (416), admirer (admire) (818). 
